1. In most catalogs and databases, you can search by keyword or by subject. I found the book below using a keyword search of *sea serpent map*. Keywords may appear anywhere in the book’s record. The subject terms are a controlled taxonomy used to organize the items in a catalog or database. *Sea monsters—folklore* and *Cartography—History—16th century* are two subjects that might lead me to other books of interest to me.

2. It is possible to search for two subjects in the same search. Change the search field from the default (usually full-text keyword) to Subject. You can construct this type of search from the Advanced Search screen of just about any catalog or database.
3. Using the Advanced Search interface will help you construct a useful Google search.

![Google Advanced Search](image)

Find pages with...
- all these words: google
- this exact word or phrase:
- any of these words:
- none of these words:
- numbers ranging from: 10

Then narrow your results by...
- language: any language
- region: any region
- last update: anytime
- site or domain:
- terms appearing: anywhere in the page

4. **Get it!**

The Get it! button helps you get to the article, book, or other document you are looking for. If we have electronic access to the item, clicking the Get it button should get you to the item. If not, you are prompted to look in the catalog to see if we have the item in print. If we have neither electronic nor print access, you have the option to request the item through Interlibrary Loan. There are videos about using the Get it! button here: [http://libguides.wustl.edu/get_it](http://libguides.wustl.edu/get_it).

---
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**Not available online. Follow steps below.**

1. **Search the catalog for print version**
   - by ISSN
   - by Journal Title

2. **Not in the catalog?**
   - Request Articles, Books and other formats... Interlibrary Loan
   - Check if this is available from the Becker Medical Library
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